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Competition among enterprises has increased dramatically as the economy 
develops. In the times of knowledge-based economy with the trend of innovation, 
employees’ individual creativity has gained unprecedentedly massive attention. 
Individual creativity facilitates the creativity of the team and organization, creating a 
uniquely competitive edge for an enterprise. In the meantime, with the continual 
improvement of information technology, employees are able to connect more quickly 
with their colleagues or other groups and to obtain required knowledge for individual 
creativity. Employees’ relational pluralism creates opportunities for the improvement 
of creativity. Researches about pluralism have already gained wide attention from 
academic world. In the review of literature in relational pluralism, it can be found that 
many scholars have discussed team and organizational creativity and there are also 
some multilevel studies on the influence system of variables at the team level on the 
individual creativity. But few study has researched the impact mechanism of relational 
pluralism on the creativity from employees’ aspect. Therefore, this paper, from the 
perspective of employees, theoretically and empirically discussed the influence 
mechanism of relational pluralism on individual creativity. 
By empirical studies, this paper drew the following conclusions. Firstly, in the 
aspect of main effect, employees’ relational pluralism has a significant influence on 
individual creativity, within which relation heterogeneity, multiplexity and centrality 
are able to promote individual creativity. Secondly, as a mediating effect, knowledge 
integration plays a fully mediating role in the relationship between relation multiplexity 
and centrality and individual creativity while relation heterogeneity plays a partially 
mediating part. Lastly, as a moderating effect, communication styles moderate the 
relation between relation pluralism and knowledge integration. If the openness of 
communication styles is high, relation multiplexity and centrality strengthen the 
contribution of the relation multiplexity and centrality to knowledge integration but 
relation heterogeneity doesn’t show a great effect on knowledge integration. 
















effect of relation pluralism on knowledge integration and showed how knowledge 
integration created a mediating mechanism on relation pluralism and individual 
creativity under different openness of communication styles. In practice, this paper 
provided effective theoretical evidence for the finding that promoting the relation 
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之间是如何相互联系的有着非常重要的意义（Kilduff, Crossland, Tsai & 
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